New developments in renal focal therapy.
The aim of this study was to review recent advances and to provide future perspectives in renal focal therapy. Most relevant available data from current literature and reports from major urological meetings as well as clinical and experimental experience at our institution have been considered. Effective treatment of incidentally detected small renal masses continues to evolve. Major recent advances have been made toward three main directions: enhancing accuracy of probe positioning, improving ablative energy efficiency, and reducing treatment-related morbidity. Renal focal therapy can offer the advantage of combining a nephron-sparing surgery together with a minimally invasive approach. Technical refinements will include emerging clinical data for radiofrequency and cryoablation. Single-port access renal cryotherapy has been shown to be feasible and safe. Although in its infancy, natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery might represent a further step toward scarless surgery. Radiosurgery is under investigation and oncological outcomes are awaited to determine its role. Stereotactic surgical navigation and robotic needle placement would facilitate and increase the accuracy of percutaneous probe placement.